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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Project Summary 

Dewberry is under contract to the United States Geological Survey to provide surveyed 
control points for the above referenced USGS Task Order. Towill, Inc. was 
subcontracted by Dewberry to complete this task.  The control points will be used to 
validate the newly acquired lidar and generate both Non-vegetated Vertical Accuracy 
(NVA) and Vegetated Vertical Accuracy (VVA) reports. 

The ground survey was conducted during periods in April and May, 2016.   The 
exclusive source of control for this Lidar campaign and Control survey consisted of 
Continuously Operating Reference Stations operated by the Plate Boundary 
Observatory (PBO) branch of UNAVCO (http://www.unavco.org/projects/major-
projects/pbo/pbo.html).  The western coastal and coast mountain ranges of the 
United States include hundreds of the PBO CORS that are publically funded and, with 
coordination in advance, can be operated at a high collection rate (1-hertz) and the 
data obtained via simple File Transfer Protocol. 

The horizontal datum for this project is the latest realization of NAD83, namely 
NAD83(2011), epoch of 2010.0.  The datum is realized by the published horizontal 
coordinates of the PBO CORS.  These values were obtained via the National Geodetic 
Survey (NGS - www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS) and the Scripps Orbit and permanent Array 
Center (SOPAC - sopac.ucsd.edu/processing).  See Table 1 for a list of the published 
coordinate values. 

The vertical datum for this project is NAVD88.  The datum is realized by the published 
ellipsoid heights of the PBO CORS and the absolute application of the geoid model 
GEOID12B.  These heights were obtained via the National Geodetic Survey (NGS - 
www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS) and the Scripps Orbit and permanent Array Center 
(SOPAC - sopac.ucsd.edu/processing).  See Table 1 for a list of the published ellipsoid 
heights. 

 

1.2 Points of Contact 

Questions regarding the technical aspects of this report should be addressed to: 

Towill, Inc. 

Keith Kirkby, PE 
Survey Engineer 
7222 Commerce Center Dr. 
Suite 230 
Colorado Springs, CO 80924 
(719) 243-5990  
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1.3        Project Area 

The project boundary falls along an approximately 500 meter wide corridor on the 
coastline between Tijuana, Mexico and Port Townsend, WA as depicted below: 
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PROJECT DETAILS 

 

2.1 Survey Equipment 

All GPS observations were accomplished using Trimble Navigation R7 dual frequency 
GPS receivers and accompanying Trimble Zephyr Geodetic antennae.  Instrument 
heights were measured twice in units of feet and meters and the values reduced and 
compared in the field prior to leaving each station. 

Control point observation data were logged for a minimum of 45 minutes and as much 
as 60 minutes depending on proximity to operating PBO/CORS. 

 

2.2 Survey Point Detail 

Ninety-two control points were established along the coastline.  The control points 
were marked with either 12” spikes or PK nails and consisted of a combination of 
bare-earth, bare-earth/photo-identifiable, and low vegetation ground cover classes.  
Relative static GPS observation and processing techniques were used for all survey 
measurements. 

The Ground Control Point locations are detailed in section 4 of this document, 
“Ground Control Point Documentation Reports”. 

  

2.3 Network Design  

A primary geodetic network consisting of 55 PBO/CORS stations was established by 
downloading several 24-hour data files for each station for multiple days and post-
processing the resulting baselines.  The resulting network comprises 107 baselines of 
a minimum 24-hour duration each.  Ninety-two new control points were established 
and subsequently tied into two of the PBO/CORS stations by downloading the 
appropriate 24-hour RINEX files and post-processing the static observation in 
Trimble Business Center.  The project diagrams above illustrate the primary network 
connections and the new control point locations. 

  

2.4 Data Post-processing and Analysis 

Observed relative GPS baselines were processed in Trimble Business Center.  All 
processed observations consist of quasi-independent baselines (i.e. in accordance 
with the “n-1 baselines” rule where n = number of receivers in a given ‘session’).  The 
International GPS Service for Geodynamics (IGS) rapid precise orbits (igr) were used 
in the processing of all baseline vectors.  The ‘igr’ orbits are published with a latency 
of approximately 30 hours.  These orbits are globally accurate to within ~5cm and are 
particularly important when processing long baselines. 

One temorary base station point (in addition to the PBO/CORS) was established at 
the Florence Municipal Airport in Florence, OR. This point was tied into two local 
PBO stations via static GPS data acquired during the campaign. 
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It is well known that the Earth’s crust deforms over time.  The geometric variations 
of the Earth’s surface over time must be taken into account for the realization of 
terrestrial reference systems. It is for this reason that there is inherent inconsistency 
between the ‘published’ coordinates of the PBO/CORS and the current survey 
campaign. 

For the purpose of the new control survey, the methodology employed by Towill was 
to transform the published control coordinates to the mid–epoch of the GPS survey 
using the National Geodetic Survey software HTDP (Horizontal Time Dependent 
Positioning) software.  The software employs crustal motion models that incorporate 
both continuous and episodic components of crustal motion. These models assume 
that points on the Earth’s surface move with constant horizontal velocities.  This is a 
generally accepted approach, except for years following the accelerated motion of the 
plates associated with large earthquakes. The episodic motion (created by 
earthquakes) is modeled by dislocation theory.  The Northridge Earthquake of 1994 
is an example. It is modeled by dislocation theory and is incorporated into the HTDP 
software. 

The published geodetic coordinates of the PBO/CORS were transformed using HTDP 
from the published values (NAD83[2011], epoch 2010.0), to the datum and epoch 
associated with the new surveys, viz., NAD83[2011], epoch 2016.35.  This ensures 
compatibility between the GPS observations (vectors), and the coordinates used as 
constraints in the final network adjustment. 

 

2.5       Adjustments 

A minimally constrained, primary network adjustment was executed to verify the 
internal integrity of the baseline computations and to derive appropriate a-priori 
baseline observation weighting factors. In the resulting adjustment, the estimated 
variance factor (σo2 = 1.0002) passed the χ2–test.  This indicates appropriate a priori 
estimates of the accuracy of the GPS baseline vectors.  None of the 321 vector 
component residuals or associated standardized residuals were flagged for possible 
rejection under the τ-max test at the 95 percent level of confidence.  The relative 
horizontal accuracy of the network can be assessed by reviewing the relative 95 
percent confidence regions (ellipses) of the adjustment.  All station pairings meet the 
Federal Geodetic Control Subcommittee (FGCS) relative positioning standard for 
Order B surveys (8mm + 8ppm). 

The HTDP-translated latitude and longitude of each PBO/CORS and the published 
ellipsoid height on the GRS80 ellipsoid were held as weighted observations in a fully 
constrained primary network adjustment.  The estimated variance factor (σo2 = 
0.9868) passed the χ 2–test at the 95 percent level of confidence. This indicates that 
network was not being unduly distorted by the imposition of constraints.  No 
residuals were flagged for possible rejection. 

Ninety-two control points were established and tied into two of the PBO/CORS 
stations by downloading the appropriate 24-hour RINEX files and post-processing 
the static observation in Trimble Business Center.  These processed vectors were 
incorporated into a third least-squares adjustment to derive final coordinates and 
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elevations of each of the newly established control points.  The adjusted final 
coordinates were then run through HTDP to translate the values back to 2010.0 from 
the mid-epoch of the survey. 

   

2.6       Published PBO Coordinates / Adjustment Constraints  

The published coordinates of the PBO / CORS stations that were used as control for 
this survey and, ultimately, constraints (following the HTDP process described 
above) in the network adjustments is tabulated below: 
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2.7       Station Reoccupation Comparison  

The allowable tolerance of ± 5cm within the 95% confidence level was specified for 
the survey accuracy. Forty-six of the control points were occupied a second time at 
least 4 hours, and in most cases several hours or days, after the initial occupation. 

The computed coordinate values and elevations of the re-occupations were compared 
with those of the initial occupations to evaluate the accuracy of the survey effort.  The 
RMS of the difference in coordinates is 0.007, 0.006 and 0.020 meters for each of 
northing, easting, and elevation, respectively.  The reoccupation results are tabulated 
below: 
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3.       FINAL COORDINATES/ELEVATIONS______________ 
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